In this paper, we introduce the 2-variable generalized Hermite matrix polynomiuls (ZVGHMaP) Hnix, y\ A) and discuss their special properties. Further we use the representation theory of the harmonic oscillator Lie algebra Q{Q, 1) to derive certain results involving these polynomials. Furthermore, as applications of our main results, we derive the generating relations for the ordinary as well as matrix polynomials related to 2VGHMaP H^{x,y; A).
I. Introduction
Special matrix functions appear in statistics, Lie group theory and number theory [3, 12, 19, 22] . In the last two decades matrix polynomials have become important and some results of the classical orthogonal polynomials have been extended to orthogonal matrix polynomials, see for example [10, 11, 13, 16, 20] . Hermite matrix polynomials have been introduced and studied in [14, 15] for matrices in C"''" whose eigenvalues are all situated in the right open half-plane. Some properties of Hermite matrix polynomials are discussed in [7, 8] .
If A is a matrix in C"^"", its spectrum cf{A) denotes the set of all the eigenvalues of A and a{A) = max{Re(z) : z e o-(A)), )3(A) = min{ReU) : z e a(A)}. If fiz) and g(z) are holomorphic functions in an open set Q, of the complex plane and if cr(A) C Q, then following the Riesz-Dunford functional calculus [9, p. f)58], we denote by /(A) and giA) the images of functions f(z) and g(z), respectively, acting on the matrix A and
If Do is the complex plane cut along the negative real axis and log(z) denotes the principal logarithm of z, then z^^^ represents exp(| log(z)). If the matrix A e C" ^'" ^Corresponding author; e-mail: subuhi2006@gmail.com (Subuhi Khan) **This work has been done under the Major Research Project No. F. 33-110/2007 (SR) sanctioned to the first author by the University Grants Commission, Government of India, New Delhi.
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Introduction and preliminaries
The monomiality principle provides a useful tool to study the properties of special polynomials. The idea of monomiality traces back to the early 1940s, when Steffenson [ 1 ] suggested the concept of poweroid. The concept of monomiality principle is reformulated and developed by Dattoli [2], according to which, the polynomial set Pn WneN is "quasi-monomial" if there exist two operators M and P. called respectively, the multiplicative and derivative operators, satisfying for all n e N the identities M{p"(x)}=p"+,(x) and (l.la)
The operators M and P satisfy the commutation relation:
and thus display the Weyl group structure. If the considered polynomial setp"{x)"^j^ is quasi-monomial, its properties can easily be derived from those of the M and P operators. In fact;
(i) If M and P have differential realization, then the polynomial p"(x) satisfies the differential equation
MP{p"(x)} = np"(x).
(1.3)
Sequences of polynomials play an important role in various branches of science. One of the imporunt classes of polynomial sequences is the class of Sheffer sequences. There are several ways to define this class, among which by a generating function and by a differential recurrence relation are most common. A polynomial sequence {Sn(Af))^(, {s"(x) being a polynomial of degree n) is called Sheffer A-type zero [18. p. 222 (Theorem 72)] (which we shall hereafter call Sheffer-type). if Provided for non-commercial research and education use. Not for reproduction, distribution or commercial use.
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Introduction and preliminaries
The class of Appeil sequences [1] is an important class of polynomial sequences and appears in different applications in pure and applied mathematics. The AppeU sequences are characterized by Roman [16| in several ways. The Appeil polynomials [11 may be defined by either of the following equivalent conditions:
{A"(x)} (n e No) is an Appeil set (A" being of degree exactly n), if either.
(') iiMx) = nA"-, (x) (n e r^o), or (ii) there exists an exponential generating function of the form (1.4)
Introduction and Preliminaries
The i^jpell polynomials are very often found in different applications in ptire and applied mathematics. The AppeU polynomials [1] may be defined by either of the following equivalent conditions: {A"(x)}in € Ng) is an Appell set (A" being of degree exactly n) if either,
(ii) there exists an exponential generating function of the form
The sequence A"(x) is Appell for g{t), if and only if
where A{t) has (at least the formal) expansion: 
A{t)
In view of (1) and (3), we have I The Appell class contains important sequences such as the Bernoulli and Euler polynomials and their generalized forms. Some known Appell polynomials are listed in Table 1 .
We recall that, according to the monomiality principle [15, 16] , a polynomial set {p"{x))"^f^ is "quasimonomial", provided there exist two operators M and P playing, respectively, the role of multiplicative and derivative operators, for the family of polynomials. These operators satisfy the following identities, for all n 6 P*J:
